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Chinese actress  Yang Mi modeling Michael Kors ' Mercer handag, exclus ive to DFS for fall 2017. Image credit: Michael Kors
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Today in luxury:

Simon Property boosts profits despite hurricane impact

Malls are still a good business to be in, at least if you're Simon Property Group, says WWD.

Click here to read the entire article on WWD

Tarot is trending, and Dior predicted this months ago

Vicki Noble, who with Karen Vogel created the Motherpeace Tarot Deck in the late 1970s, hasn't really kept up with
the latest happenings in the community of divinatory playing cards. But when Maria Grazia Chiuri, the artistic
director of Christian Dior, called and said she wanted to incorporate the Motherpeace into a fashion line, she and
Ms. Vogel agreed. Both felt that it could breathe new life into their 40-year-old deck, per The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times

Decoding the traveling Chinese consumer

BoF spoke with several traveling Chinese shoppers from a range of demographics at luxury shopping meccas in and
around London.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

Tesla cuts vendor orders: Could be in a world of hurt

It is  well known that Tesla is struggling with Model 3 ramp, according to Seeking Alpha.

Click here to read the entire article on Seeking Alpha
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